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Welcome! 

Greg Wikler
Executive Director
California Efficiency + Demand
Management Council

A Few Housekeeping Requests:
• Please mute your phones and turn 

off your cameras when not 
speaking

• Raise your hand if you wish to ask 
a question
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Thanks to Our Sponsors!
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Demand Response Perspective – An 
Opening Conversation

Greg Wikler , CEDMC Carmen Henrikson , 
TRC
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Session #2: Demand Response At the 
Crossroads

Moderator:
Jennifer Chamberlin , CPower

Mike Florio , Energy 
Consultant & Gridworks 
Senior Fellow

Siva Gunda , 
Commissioner, CEC

Anna McKenna , Vice 
President, CAISO

Stefanie Tannenhaus , 
Principal Regulatory 
Analyst, EBCE



Demand Response
at the Crossroads

A Former Regulator’s Perspective

Mike Florio, Energy Consultant and Gridworks Senior Fellow

CEDMC Spring Symposium, May 13, 2021



Current Challenges to DR

• Negative Perceptions Among CPUC Commissioners and Staff:
Why and What Can Be Done About It?

• Whither DRAM?  Did We Make It Too Easy and Invite Criticism??

• Measurement Issues:  Are Fixed Baselines Obsolete and Is There A 
Better Way To Assess Performance, Especially for Temperature-
Sensitive Loads?   Can We Make Better Use of AMI Data?

• What is the ideal contract length for DR resources?



Source: SCE Opening Testimony (R.20-11-003) 1/11/21 @ p.41



Commissioner 
Siva Gunda • Commissioner Gunda was appointed by 

Governor Newsom in February 2021 to 
serve as the Energy Commission’s public 
member and is the lead commissioner on 
energy assessments

• He previously managed the Demand 
Analysis Office and was deputy director for 
the CEC’s Energy Assessments Division 

• Before joining the CEC, he served in a 
variety of capacities at the Energy 
Efficiency Institute at UC Davis, including as 
the director of research

• He holds an MS in mechanical and 
aeronautical engineering from Utah State 
University and is pursuing his Ph.D. in 
mechanical engineering from UC Davis 



ISO PublicISO Public

2021 Demand Response and 
Distributed Energy Resources 
Activity at the ISO

Anna McKenna
May 13, 2021
CEDMC Spring Symposium-Session 2



ISO Public

Addressing DR issues with valuation of demand response performance

• Concerns with reports from the ISO and the ISO’s DMM 
on DR performance during last summer’s heatwave 

• Largely revolve around the ISO’s use of adjustment 
caps for day matching baselines for measurement of 
performance 

• February roundtable with ISO, CEC, CPUC and the DR 
providers highlighted concerns 

• Launched important efforts to effectively measure 
performance of DR resources as they remain an 
important reliability resource
– Re-evaluating need for same day adjustment caps
– Assessing standardized approach for use of comparison groups 

at scale
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ISO Public

Track 1: Pilot use of comparison/control group 
methodology by establishing a data set accessible to 
all DRPs for performance evaluation

• Control groups were found to outperform day and 
weather matching baselines in the 2017 baseline 
working group study
o DRPs lack a sufficiently large customer base to develop a 

control group 

• Contracted with Recurve to conduct analysis on viability 
of accessing a control group by all DRPs and use of 
comparison methodology used in DOE pilot

• Begin summer 2021 and considering evaluation of 
longer-term solutions 
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ISO Public

Detailed Scope of Work Under Consideration 

• Learning Objectives Identified
– Understand and operationalize the baseline and comparison group methods in 

relation to existing guidance and practice.
– Understand barriers to data access and identify a viable path to overcome them 
– Understand the 2020 heat storm events based on the baseline and comparison 

group methods implemented by Recurve to inform and support decision making 
– Understand impacts of demand response events in 2021 and operationalize 

methods at scale.

• Overcome data barriers for applying the comparison group method 
with a short- and long-term strategy:

– Short-term: Obtain the necessary non-participant comparison groups, and 
partner with DR providers to supply the participant data.

• Recurve could protect the privacy of non-participants as was done in the 
DOE report.

– Long-term: Explore the use of CEC's comprehensive consumption data set as a 
path for securely conducting comparison group analysis. Differential privacy will 
be standard practice for the handling of non-participant data.
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ISO Public

Status and Implementation

• Comparison method vs Control Group initial method 
review analysis completed

• Data donor recruitment
– 6 non-participant data donors for comparison group 

establishment (solid yes)
– All CCA’s

• DR provider recruitment to use Comparison Method
– 6 firm yes and a few tentative 
– Recruitment includes 3rd parties and utility 

participants
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ISO Public

Track 2: Provide DRPs capability to request and be 
approved for change to baseline adjustment factor for 
summer 2021 

• Alternate load adjustment factor cap ratio from May – October 2021

• DRPs can request use of a different load adjustment factor under ISO 
tariff

• Conditions for approval of request established and included in DR 
BPM

• Requests must be approved prior to beginning of month 

– Example: for use from June to Sept, approved prior to June 1

• Requires submission of additional data from DRPs using this option

– Allows for further analysis on its impact over summer 2021

– Will examine whether LPA cap ratio needs to be adjusted from the 
current %? Do we eliminate the LPA cap ratio?
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ISO Public

Status update 

• 4/22 Request process available to stakeholders via Customer Partnership 
Group meeting 
– 1 DR Provider request/approved for 525 resource for use in months May-

October
• DR BPM changes submitted in PRR 1342, emergency PRR is in initial 

comment stage
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ISO Public

Distribution energy resources efforts to further comply with Order No. 
2222

• Comply with the vast majority of Order No. 2222
– Lower DERA capacity requirement from 500 kW to 

100 kW
– Allow “heterogeneous aggregations” for DERAs that 

can include both demand response (DR) and 
conventional supply (e.g., an aggregation of storage-
backed DR)—associated settlements and metering 
changes needed (e.g., potential double counting 
issue)

• Filing due July 19, 2021
• Considering barriers to DERA entry into the ISO’s 

markets after 5 years
Page 17
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MAY 13, 2021



Role of Demand-Side Resources in EBCE’s Portfolio

19

• EBCE prioritizes development of local, clean energy projects, jobs and 
investment opportunities that maximize local benefits

• Focus on deployment of DERs that provide enhanced community 
resilience, local job creation, customer cost savings and targeted criteria 
pollutant reduction

• Investments in demand response, energy efficiency and load modification 
strategies



EBCE Approaches to Demand-Side Resources

20

• Partnering with OhmConnect to provide 25 megawatts of load reduction for 
summer 21

• Energy Efficiency/DR programs:
– Low-income peak management pilot; Residential Peak Management Pilot; 

Commercial Flexible Demand Marketplace
• Resilient Home initiative

– Onsite solar and storage systems for residential customers
• Critical Municipal Facilities program

– Identify critical facilities designated to serve the community in time of 
emergency/grid outage

• Sunrun Oakland Clean Energy Initiative 
– Behind-the-meter solar (500 kW) and storage (500 kW/2 MWh) by 1/2022



Actions to Increase Potential of Demand-Side 
Resources

21

• Equitably value reliability contribution potential of demand-side 
resources under RA framework

• Fairly measure performance of market-integrated DR
• Ensure new DR can be used to meet integrated resource planning 

procurement requirements
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Session #2 Discussion/Q&A
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5-Minute Break for Sponsor 
Moments
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Session #2 Discussion/Q&A
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Thank You!
See you next Thursday 
May 20th at 12 Noon

Session 3: Aligning 
Climate Policies with 

Social Justice
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